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Scottish Stately Home
“We were contacted by our client who
expressed an interest in having Avicci install
a small certified infrastructure solution into
one their properties.
Once we had surveyed the site it was clear that it didn’t
fall into the category of the normal installation. Normally
we would install cabling into rooms using the traditional
method of lifting floorboards and finding routes through
loft voids and cavity walls.
This building was built in the 1800s and constructed in
traditional stone block material. The floorboards were a
raft of only 4 inches onto stone floor. The ceiling coving
was architecturally exquisite and a delight to see but put
a shiver down the spine when asked to provide a cable
route from room to room.
The first floor gave us a problem that was solved with
D-Line trunking. Standard 25mm and 40mm trunking was
too square and our client said it looked very commercial.
D-Line provided the 30x15mm Decorative Trunking and

single piece design

self-adhesive

Clip-Over Corner Accessories

Clip-Over coner accessories which provided us with the
ability to sit this on top of the skirting and round the doors.
It blended in so much that it appeared to simply make the
already wide door frames just that slightly wider.
The corners also gave the trunking route a sleek finish.
After showing the customer the route we had taken
for the cabling, he actually walked past our work and
we had to show him what we had done.
That was good enough for me, he hadn’t spotted it during
his walk around. In this case, it was all about what he didn’t
see, rather than what he could see”
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